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This document has been written to assist with the use of Attributes on the Room Type Space Chart.

When using Attributes on the Room Type Space Chart one must be aware that they work on a Room
Type Level only. Based on the criteria you enter into the fields at the bottom, Maestro will deliver varying
results.
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In the above example you can see that “BALCONY” has been selected with the letter E next to it. The
field with the E can be either E for Essential, or P for Preferred. If you use Essential, the Room Type
MUST have that Attribute to stay on the Room Type Space Chart after pressing search. If you use
Preferred, it does not have to match, and you are able to see your match percentage change based on
what is matched.
In the above example, all the displayed rooms have the attribute “BALCONY” on a room type level. All
other room types have disappeared. Now let’s look for something preferred along with this search.

You will now notice that all the same Room Types remain on the screen with our new search. Because
we have made “CANOPY” only Preferred, it does not have to match to stay on the Room Type Space
Chart. You will however notice that the Match Percentage has reduced on some Room Types. Currently
the cursor is in the KM Room Type. You will notice that “BALCONY” is a light blue colour. Our Match
Percentage is 50%. Since we know that Essential means that it MUST be present, the 50% match
means there is NO “CANOPY”. Maestro helps with the colour, and shows us which attribute is present
based on which line of Room Type our cursor is on.
If we put our cursor on RK, you would have BOTH Attributes in a light blue, as this Room Type has both
“BALCONY” and “CANOPY”. You can see, would could potentially use up to six Attributes in various
ways.
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In this final example, you can see that we have added “PARK” as a third Attribute and made this be
Preferred. Our Cursor is on the RK Room Type and you will see that we have a Match Percentage of
66% and “BALCONY” and “CANOPY” are in a light blue colour. These are the two of three matches we
have.
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